


Stretch Roll Forming
The Economy of Forming with the Precision of CNC Machining

Stretch Roll Forming (SRF) is a patented manufacturing technology for producing parts 
from metal sheets, bars, and extrusions. SRF was developed to produce structural 
components in aircraft grade aluminum without tooling but has many applications in other 
industries where complex forming is required. It combines two well understood technologies 
in a unique manner. 
The CNC controlled machine matches or exceeds the quality of current processes in terms 
of geometry. It was developed with funding from the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA).

The Technology

- Programmable part profile; forming parts to  
 constant radius and varying 3D contours
- Constant stretch throughout part (1-3% vs  
 10-15%)
    - Even thinning across part length (less  
    rivets)
   - Reduced weight per unit length
- Reduced residual stresses and spring back- Reduced residual stresses and spring back
- Eliminates costs for designing & proving    
 part specific dies
- Increases Initial yield load by 5% or more,   
 increased strength of parts
- No limit on part length

Engineering
- Reduces production steps by 70%
   - Can form heat treated (no need to re- heat       
    treat after), painted, & anodized parts
   - Eliminates Lubrication and Degreasing
   - Eliminates Die setup, maintenance, &      
    storage
- Dramatically smaller machine footprint- Dramatically smaller machine footprint
   - Double capacity
   - Portable
- Shortens design to manufacturing lead time
   - Improves Just-In-Time production capability,  
    reducing inventory carrying costs
- Cost of manufacturing full production runs and - Cost of manufacturing full production runs and    
 one-off prototypes is equivalent
- Green power consumption; 200W

Manufacturing & Supply Chain

SRF Advantages VS Standard Stretch Forming



Modeling

Control stress level 
over a small region.

Constant stretch (plastic strain) 
along the length of the part.

Technical Concept

Like a tug-of-war each roller station adds additional 
force to the piece along its length. the accumulated 
forces yield the part as a bending moment is applied 

resulting in the net form.

Part Flow - Top View

Brake Side Rollers- 
applying reverse 
torque holds the piece 
back

Exit Side Rollers- 
applying positive torque 
greater than the brake 
side applies a stretch.
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Sample of sections that can be formed today (not an exhaustive list)


